Concurrent Sessions 1:00-2:00 p.m.

**OCC 106**
Critical Issues in Apologetics & Theology
Chair: Rock LaGlotia
- A Critical Assessment of the Prosperity Movement
- Lane Lingel, Biblical Studies
- The Resurrection of Jesus: Doctrinal Development and Modern Defense
- Chad Shively, M.Div. Program
- A Theological Discourse on Biblical Priesthood
- Trent Crofts, M.Div. Program

**OCC 201**
Explorations in Social History
Chair: Tonya Fawcett
- British Patriarchy and the Degradation of Gender
- Eaglism in North America
- Grace Christensen, History
- From Latin to Pig Latin: Linguistics and Its Historical Implications
- Rebecca Roberts, History, Spanish
- Alcohol, Europeans, and Native Americans in Colonial America
- Holly Kolberg, Counseling

**OCC 115/116**
Studies in Water Quality and the Local Environment (Session 1)
Chair: Nathan Bosch
- Drought Effects on Winona Lake
- Amanda Stout, Environment Science
- An Ecological Comparison of Cherry Creek and Tippecanoe
- Kathryn Anderson, Health Science
- What’s in Your Stream?
- Mary Mix, Psychology
- A Stream Runs Through It
- Alexandra Sanford, Biology, Pre-med

**OCC Alumni Suite**
Language, Culture, and Relational Dynamics
Chair: Jacqueline Schram
- Perceptions and Perspectives of Latin American Culture
- Will Gross, International Languages, Spanish
- Loving Through Language
- Cree Ann Gruenloh, Spanish
- Raising Bilingual Children
- Andrew Rupp, Spanish, General Science

Break 2:00-2:20 p.m.
Live Performances by Remnant
OCC Lower Lobby/Commons
Concurrent Sessions 2:30-3:30 p.m.

OCC 106
Beating the Odds: Mathematics and Gaming Strategies (2:30 – 3:05)
Chair: Kristen Farwell
Farkle: An Optimal Strategy
Paige Dutrane, Math Education
Risk Averse Risk
Ian Line, Math Education

Original Works of Fiction (3:10 – 3:25)
Chair: Paulette Sanders
Women’s Work: Andromeda Revisited
Connor Park, English

OCC 115/116
Myth, Language, and Custom as Cultural Markers
Chair: Carlos Tilloz
The Exodus and the “Myth” of Ancient Israel
Joy Martin, English
A Whole New Worldview:
How Language and Culture go Hand in Hand
Elizabeth Bennett, International Languages
Beer and Beverages:
The Significance of Drinks in Eastern and Western Society
Lindsey Monge, Intercultural Studies

OCC 201
Studies in Water Quality and the Local Environment (Session II)
Chair: Nathan Bosch
Changing Water Quality in Winona Lake
Abigail Miller, Environmental Biology
Foliage of the Forest: Highland vs. Lowland
Deborah Maxwell, Educational Ministries
Is Beta Better? An Evaluation of Beta Wetland vs. OCC
Alexis Nelson, English Education
Prairie Restoration:
What We Are Doing for an Endangered Ecosystem
Alixandra Underwood, Environmental Biology

OCC Alumni Suite
Perspectives on the Intersection of Politics and Society
Chair: M.M. Norris
Henry VIII: Protestantism and the English Reformation
Hillary Burgardt, History, English
The Long-lasting Effects of Communism:
Child Welfare in Post-Communist Romania
Nina Ferry, Social Studies Education, Special Education, History
The Development and Necessity of Political Liberty
Jacob McCarthy, Political Science

"Communitas in the Gallery"
3:30-4:30 p.m.
Open Showing of Senior Art Exhibits
Mount Memorial Art Gallery